DIP Sockets — Solder Tail Dual Leaf (DL)

Product Facts
- Low Profile — .175 (4.45) max. seating plane above pc board
- Dual wiping contacts
- Face wipe contacts for high reliability and constant, low resistance
- Anti-overstress prevents contact damage
- Large target area with tapered lead-in ramps for easy DIP insertion
- “True closed bottom” design totally prevents solder and contamination from entering contact cavity
- Stackable end-to-end and side-to-side (brickwalling) for high board density
- Housing standoffs and slots facilitate board cleaning
- Family of 6 through 64 positions
- Retention-style tails or straight solder tails
- Visual polarization
- Designed for automatic machine insertion — DIP-to-socket or socket-to-board (tube loaded)
- Tin or gold plated phosphor bronze or beryllium copper contacts
- Designed to meet EIA RS-415, MIL-S-83734 and stringent computer specifications
- Recognized under the Component Program of Underwriters Laboratories Inc., File E28476
- Certified by Canadian Standards Association, File No. LR 16455

Technical Documents
Product Specifications: 108-1066 Standard
Application Specification: 114-1049

The Diplomat Dual Leaf (DL) DIP socket family provides high quality at low cost with superior handling characteristics. Sockets are available in 6- through 64-position sizes with dual wiping contacts in tin and gold plating over beryllium copper or economical phosphor bronze. The large target area of the contacts and tapered side ramps in the housing insure easy entry of a DIP package. Internal anti-overstress walls on standard versions prevent contact damage. The housings are compatible with commercially available automatic insertion equipment for socket-to-board or DIP-to-socket applications. These stackable housings feature a “true closed bottom” design which prevents solder or flux wicking at class 1 conditions of EIA 486.

Standoffs provide board clearance for proper cleaning after soldering. Sockets are available with straight solder tails for clinching and are “true positioned” for automatic insertion into the pc board. Solder tails with retention feature, for self retention in the pc board during handling and flow soldering, are available for hand insertion.

Housings are constructed from self-extinguishing glass-filled polyester, 94V-0 rated material.

The Diplomat DL DIP Socket family meets the requirements of EIA RS-415, MIL-S-83734 and the most stringent specifications of main-frame computer manufacturers.

Performance Characteristics
Rating:
Signal application only
Contact Resistance:
20 milliohms max. (initial)
30 milliohms max. (after test)
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage:
1000 VRMS min
Insulation Resistance:
10,000 megohms min. (initial)
Capacitance:
0.5 picofarad max.
Operating Temperature:
-55°C to +105°C (tin)
-55°C to +125°C (gold)
Vibration:
15 Gs, 10-2000 Hz with 100 ma current
Shock:
100 Gs sawtooth, 6 shocks
Engaging Force:
340 grams max. (initial)
Separating Force:
25 grams min. per AMP
Specification 108-1066 (Standard)

For drawings, technical data or samples, contact your AMP sales engineer or call the AMP Product Information Center. 1-800-522-4579.

Specifications subject to change. Consult AMP for latest specifications.